
SeaStar Dual Cylinder With Liquid Tie Bar Purge Sequence Using Bubble Purge Pro DC:

● This sequence is done with all Power Assist and Auto Pilot pumps powered down, KEY OFF
● Connect our Bubble Purge Pro DC kit as instructed in the routing schematics shown on the

product description page. Thread the threaded Helm Fitting into the helm reservoir fill port until
the O-ring is seated on the fill port, usually located on top of the helm.

● Connect the Fluid Bottle and Helm Fill Tube into the top of the Helm Tee then connect the Helm
Tee to the threaded Helm Fitting. (you can puncture the bottle to vent if desired, but we do not
usually puncture the bottle because the bottle can be squeezed to pressurize fluid into the helm
which will help fill the helm purge air and prime more quickly if the helm is empty/full of air)

● Locate the Liquid Tie Bar Valve below decks. Open the Liquid Tie Bar Valve. The motors should
move freely when pushed by hand at this point. IF they are not tethered by steel tie bar, and they
move out of alignment with each other, this is normal. You will be re-aligning the motors after
completing the system fill and purge

● Connect the Cylinder Attachment and Return hose to the Bleed fittings on both cylinders, on
connected open all bleed fittings. ***IF your Pro DC kit is new and has not been filled with fluid
yet, leave the open end of the Return Hose unconnected from the Helm Tee to fill the Return
Hose assembly with clean fluid before connecting the Helm Tee.

● Turn the wheel in either direction to begin pressurizing hoses. You will pressurize on hose at a
time, turn the wheel the opposite direction and you will pressurize the other hose. While turning
the wheel, fluid will enter the Cylinder Attachment and Return Hose, if the fluid is contaminated,
dump the end of the Return Hose into containment for later disposal. Continue this process to
cycle clean fluid through the system until clean fluid is observed entering both legs of the Cylinder
Attachment and filling the Return Hose to the end. If the Fluid is clean or new, give the helm a few
turns in each direction to prime the Return Hose until the Return Hose is full (or mostly full)

● Once the Return Hose is full of fluid, connect the male end into the female end of the Helm Tee.
● Continue to turn the wheel in both directions 10 to 15 turns each way
● If the entire system is empty (Helm, hoses and Cylinders are full of air) you can squeeze the Fluid

Bottle to push pressurized fluid into the helm while turning the wheel, this will displace the air in
the helm reservoir more quickly. If you have punctured the fluid bottle, you will likely not be able to
pressurize the bottle using this time saving technique.

● Turn the wheel in both directions until the air has left the system, no air is observed in the return
hose assembly.

● Close the bleed fittings on both cylinders, and align the motors if applicable
● Test steering system, powered down, to verify purge is complete. Most SeaStar helms will have a

specification for the number of turns/revolutions from lock to lock in either direction.
● After you have completed the main system purge, you can move to the next steps of purging

Power Assist and or Auto Pilot pumps
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